
Globe loosens the purse strings, the surfers and the director on a 
movie project called 0000 that threatens to grab you by the hair 

and leave you crushed and crimson on the theatre floor…

Photos by DJ Struntz
Story by Charlie Smith
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I sit next to auteur Joe G in the darkest but most supple Hollywood post-production 
studio. Everything from floor to wall to table is mahogany except for the high-tech 
editing machines, which are gun metal. Hidden in a backroom, reels of 16 mm 
film spin and unravel and reravel. They are being processed there and the image 
is appearing on a gun-metal screen and the world’s best colorist, Gino Panaro, is 
twisting dials and fine tuning  and Joe is smiling because, man, does that color pop 
and, man, can Nate Tyler ever surf! This is 0000.

And 0000 is the best time ever. Partially because I help to write it, partially because this best time ever is self-evident. It is self-evident as Nate 

Tyler punts and carves a wedge in Mexico that fires all day and fires most when the golden sunset light hangs in the sky (that golden sunset light that 

filmmakers dream of). It is self-evident as Damo Hobgood weaves through a Pipeline-esque barrel in France. A maybe-never-filmed-before wave and 

definitely never-filmed-before like this. It is self-evident as Yadin Nicol laughs at sharks in Western Australia. Self-evident as Dion Agius full rotates in 

Bali. Surf everywhere. Joe says he has never scored so hard ever. The Globe team shows up and the waves turn on and the women turn on.

The women. They flock. Nothing is more attractive than confidence, and after scoring, scoring, scoring these Globe surfers just ooze. My gracious. 

In France, for example, some models were hired for a shoot. They were to mill about and look hot were they ever hot. And did they ever get hot, 

watching the boys full rotate. And disappear behind soft lit lips. In perfect, and I exaggerate not, surf. The hottest. So the models wanted to come 

home with the boys. They wanted to sip wine and watch Truffaut films but their wrangler said, “Non!” There was to be no mixing of the business and 

of the pleasure. “Non, non, non!” So what did the models do? They slipped their phone numbers to the boys and a rendezvous was organised and 

executed. Confidence.

The models didn’t come visit a crap “team home” either. Or a Holiday Inn. They spent their evening in a Capbreton turn-of-the century farmhouse. Un-

treated hardwood floors. Furniture hand carved by a quaint and elderly Gaelic couple (the man touches his wife tenderly after a full day of craftsman-

ship). Perfectly rustic but also featuring the latest Stuart Hughes television sets (in each 10 bedrooms).

The best time ever. In Bali everyone stayed in a villa featuring two infinity pools, chef, butler, Egyptian linens. In Western Australia, a whitewashed 

home with a redwood deck overlooking North Point. In Mexico, a hilltop mansion once owned by a cocaine distributor. With such appointments it 

could be, easily assumed, that the days would pass in haze of delightful pussy. Non! The Globe team surfs because the waves fire almost every last 

second. They fire so much. Joe says he has never seen this sort of consistency.

In Mexico, for example, Yadin, Nate and Damo had surfed so much that Joe was exhausted the day they were to leave. Just exhausted. He told them 

they should enjoy the mansion. He had hundreds of feet of film and they should soak in the tub etc. Bath salts etc. But Yadin looked out the window, 

saw the surf and moaned, “Ahhhhhhh look at that right. I haven’t gone right all trip.” So Yadin paddled out and landed a full rotation. Joe captured it, 

of course, because that is what sort of filmmaker he is.

And now we sit in the darkest but most delicate Hollywood post-production studio and watch Yadin land that full rotation and watch the color turn 

from wow to WOW and eat gouda cheeseburgers brought to us by an attractive Japanese woman. Every part of this film process is transcendent. It 

might be what happens when a commitment to living well is more important than a commitment to working hard. When a film budget is used as much 

for the highest thread count as it is for cameras and lights. 0000 is the best time ever.

The next shoot might be in either Palm Springs or Monaco, depending on certain variables. I show Joe a pair of orange Hermes driving moccasins (on 

gilt.com) I feel would be appropriate for both. He nods. Taj gets spit from a French barrel in France. Gino turns a dial and Taj looks better. The baby fat 

melts. The Japanese woman smiles. The best time ever.

The best time ever. It is more important. And back to Nate Tyler. And back to the film spinning from reel to editing screen. On that editing screen he 

cuts back on a green wave whilst wearing a green wetsuit and his back arm looks so ideally positioned. Back fingers taut but not rigid, the spacing 

right, the angle at the elbow an exact 45 degrees. All this is apparent because of Gino but also because of film.

“The women. They flock. Nothing is more attractive than confidence, 
and after scoring, scoring, scoring these Globe surfers just ooze. 
My gracious. In France, for example, some models were hired for a 
shoot. They were to mill about and look hot were they ever hot. And 
did they ever get hot, watching the boys full rotate. So what did the 
models do? They slipped their phone numbers to the boys and a 
rendezvous was organised and executed. Confidence.”
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Film. Joe G insists on it. It is expensive and cumbersome. It cannot be passed through the airport x-ray machines which means arguments with 

undereducated airport safety officials (in the United States and Australia), corrupted nerdowells (in Bali and Mexico). But at the end of the day it is all 

worth it. Joe says shooting in HD is fine and well, but HD doesn’t capture the spectrum right. It can’t be toyed with in the same way film can. Cumber-

some, expensive, old fashioned but worth it. Joe says, once, an airport safety official made him open each film canister in a blacked out tent. The 

official would touch the film with a gloved hand to make sure the canisters were full of the right stuff instead of the wrong stuff (cocaine). Still, at the 

end of the day it is all worth it.

And there is Nate Tyler’s back arm again in full glory, perfectly glorified. Nate Tyler. Watching so much of the surf footage I feel he will be a breakout 

star. He has been doing his own wonderful sort of living/surfing in Central California for many years. He lives on a yurt completely off the grid and 

when he first explained it to me I thought it would be a dirty hippie tent gross and ugly. But I went and visited him recently and it was five star livin’ up 

in the woods. Amazing floor. Amazing deck. Amazing lofted bed and windows and art. We sat on his amazing deck and he says that working on this 

film has been transcendent. Amazing. He wanted to work with Joe G before and every trip he learns something new about this filmmaking process. 

He says that he has a hard time doing video sometimes because of the pressure he puts on himself. His wife, in fact, filmed his first bit on Innersec-

tion. She is easy and light and doesn’t care much one way or the other about surfing. He says he would have the best session ever and she would 

say, “Yeah, that was pretty good.” Or he would blow it and she would say, “That was ok. Not the best.” But that lack of external pressure made it 

easier for him to do what he needed to do. And his Innersection shines.

He shines in 0000 too. He says Joe is great about making him feel good about what he does but also lets him know when he missed expectations. 

It crushes him when he lets Joe down. And so he goes out and punts higher and carves smoother. He is so smooth. Joe brings the best out in his 

subjects. He brings the best out in the Hobgoods.

The Hobgoods, Damian and CJ seem like they are old and boring not because they are but because they have been in the public eye for just about 

ever. In 0000 they look fresh. Both get ridiculously barreled both surf progressively keeping up with the Nate Tylers and the Dion Agiuses.

The Dion Agiuses. You thought he was a one trick pony. A certain kind of air and that be that. A certain fruity combination of thin jeans and baggy boat 

necked Ts but 0000 will prove you wrong. His airs, the ones I saw on film and editing screen, are things I have never seen. Oddly inverted. Tucked and 

high and awesome. I really like that Dion Agius. He came to my wedding.

And I will go with him and Nate Tyler, the Hobgoods, Yadin, Taj to either Palm Springs or Monaco. We will toast events and each other with filled 

coupes of Vueve Cliquot champagne. We will smile. The best life ever. The best.
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“You thought Dion was a one trick pony. A certain kind of 
air and that be that. A certain fruity combination of thin 
jeans and baggy boat necked Ts but 0000 will prove you 
wrong. His airs, the ones I saw on film and editing screen, 
are things I have never seen. Oddly inverted. Tucked and 
high and awesome. I really like that Dion Agius.”
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“Now we sit in the darkest but most delicate 
Hollywood post-production studio and watch 
Yadin land that full rotation and watch the 
color turn from wow to WOW”
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“In Mexico, for example, Yadin, Nate and Damo had 
surfed so much that Joe was exhausted the day 
they were to leave. He told them they should enjoy 
the mansion. He had hundreds of feet of film and 
they should soak in the tub etc. But Yadin looked 
out the window, saw the surf and moaned, “Ahhh-
hhhh look at that right. I haven’t gone right all trip.” 
So Yadin paddled out and landed a full rotation. Joe 
captured it, of course, because that is what sort of 
filmmaker he is.”
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“Film. Joe G insists on it. It is expensive and cumbersome. It 
cannot be passed through the airport x-ray machines which 
means arguments with undereducated airport safety officials 
(in the United States and Australia), corrupted nerdowells 
(in Bali and Mexico). Joe says, once, an airport safety official 
made him open each film canister in a blacked-out tent. The 
official would touch the film with a gloved hand to make 
sure the canisters were full of the right stuff instead of the 
wrong stuff (cocaine).”


